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Exploring the many faces of Old Father Thames

THE THAMES PATH
National Trail from London to the river's source in
Gloucestershire
by Leigh Hatts
The Thames Path National Trail traces the mighty River Thames from the sea
to its source, covering 180 miles between the Thames Barrier in London to
the river's source near Cirencester. This guidebook provides full information
and mapping for this easy riverside route, allowing you to discover the many
and varied delights the river has to offer. Described in 20 sections of between
4 and 16 miles (6.5–32km), this is a mainly flat route and typically takes two
weeks to walk, but could easily be stretched to fill a leisurely three weeks.
And with good access by public transport, it is equally suited to exploring in
sections at weekends or as day walks.
Opened in 1996, the Thames Path traces the route of the river from busy
capital city and the sights of Central London to gently rural countryside and
pretty villages on the way to its source in Gloucestershire. Along the way the
route passes through Windsor, Reading and Oxford as well as several historic
sites, including Greenwich, Kew Gardens, Hampton Court, and Runnymede.
This guidebook features OS 1:50,000 scale mapping and route descriptions,
together with comprehensive information about accommodation, facilities
and transport links at every stage. A separate pocket-sized map booklet is
included showing the full route on 1:25,000 scale OS maps, providing all the
mapping needed to complete the trail in a compact and convenient form.
Crammed with fascinating details about the places and features passed along
the way, this guidebook makes a excellent companion as you explore the
many faces of the Thames, from the rural quietness of its source to the bustle
of its busy estuary.
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• clear mapping and step-by-step route descriptions
• details accommodation, facilities, refreshments and transport links at each
stage
• packed with extra information about interesting sites along the trail
About the author
Leigh Hatts has been walking the Thames towpath and exploring the river
and Docklands since 1981, when he worked on the Thames Walk Feasibility
Study – which resulted in the Countryside Commission persuading the
government to designate the 180-mile route as a national trail. In addition to
writing three Thames books, Leigh spent a decade as author of the London
Transport Walks Book series. He also devised the 20-mile Bournemouth Coast
Path, which now links the South West Coast Path to the Solent Way to create
a 652-mile coast route from Minehead to Emsworth. In addition to a guide to
this route, he has written walking books featuring Dorset's coast and
countryside and the New Forest. Leigh has also worked as a reporter for the
walkers' magazine TGO.

• the only guide describing the route
from the sea to the source of the
Thames
• highlights all the riverside attractions
through London and the Southern
counties
• includes a separate booklet with OS
1:25,000 scale mapping of the entire
route
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